Western Gold’s Mission Statement is...

BEST CARRIERS. BEST COVERAGE. BEST PRICE.

QUICK LINKS
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
LEAVE US A REVIEW
TESTIMONIALS
MEET OUR STAFF
REFER A FRIEND

IN THE SPOTLIGHT THIS
MONTH…

Tasha Hamilton
FAVORITE FOOD:

Dessert! Anything with
chocolate is the best!
FAVORITE HOBBY:
Spending time with friends
and family whether it is a
BBQ, fishing, sports, traveling, music concerts or movies.
WHAT YOU’RE MOST
PROUD OF:
My volunteer work with
Ventura County Jaycees.
My best accomplishment
was a successful volleyball
tournament that raised over
$1,500 that lead to the purchase of new nets and
court lines for the public
volleyball park in Ventura
where I spent many summers during my time there.

ARTICLE OF THE MONTH: IDEAS TO HELP REDUCE HOMEWONERS INSURANCE
Working with an insurance agent and discussing
your homeowners insurance needs and your current premiums is a simple
way to find any possible
savings.
Often through changes,
additions, or different policy
choices, it may be possible
to lower your premium
costs significantly.
There are several different ways you can consider
to cut costs without cutting
coverage options. Check
the following to see if any
of these may apply to your
homeowner’s policy:
Upgrade the home: if you
have improvements on
your home, including reinforcing the roof, reducing
flood risk by installing flood

openings and other types
of improvements, it can
help with both flood insurance cost reductions as
well as you homeowner’s
policy premium.
Reconsider the deductible: often, people takeout
very low deductibles when
they first buy a home as
they are making mortgage
payments and may not
have large savings. If your
financial situation has
changed, you may want to
consider boo sting your
deductible to reduce the
premiums, often substantially.
Review coverage: You
may be insuring items you
no longer have or that no
longer require insurance

under your policy. Never
cut necessary coverage in
the event of a claim, but
don’t pay for more than you
need either.
Security: If you have added additional security options such as home monitoring, security systems, or
even specific types of
locks, you may be able to
qualify for a discount.
It is important to compare
insurance policies that provide the optimal coverage
in the event of a claim. It is
never a good idea to cut
down on coverage just to
save a small amount in
premiums unless you have
the financial ability to cover
the costs of repair or replacement.

RECIPE OF THE MONTH: Corn & Black Bean Salad
INGREDIENTS:

DIRECTIONS:

- 1 can, 14 oz. black beans,
drained
- 1 red bell pepper, chopped and
seeded
- 2 cups frozen corn kernels
- 1 lime juiced
- 1/2 red onion ,chopped
- 2 tsp favorite hot sauce
- 2 tbsp. olive oil
- Salt and pepper

Get a large salad bowl. Combine all the ingredients in the
bowl. Let stand for at least 15
min so corn can defrost. Toss
and serve.
Serves 4
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Recently Western Gold added standup desk feature for all our agents and support
staff. We wanted to show you how pleased and happy we all are at Western Gold.
These stand up desks will significantly change all of our further health prospects. We
are attaching a recent health bulletin that speak s about the benefits of stand up desks.
We found it was very informative. We thought you may want to share with others or perhaps even implement this at your home or office. FYI the manufacturer of the desks is
VersaTables!
“Is Sitting Bad For Your Health...and Waistline?”
As you read this, you’re probably sitting -- a motion done by all of us countless times a
day. We sit to eat, to work, to relax, to converse, to socialize … to engage in infinite moments of our lives.
Yet as research would have it, this very simple and often necessary act could be insidiously harmful to your health in a surprising number of ways.
"Chair time is an insidious hazard because people haven't been told it's a hazard,"
Marc Hamilton, Ph.D., a professor of biomedical sciences at the
University of Missouri in Columbia, told Ivanhoe Broadcast News.
According to Hamilton, numerous studies show rates of heart disease, diabetes and
obesity are doubled and even tripled in people who sit a lot. Part of the problem with sitting is that it stops the circulation of lipase, an enzyme that breaks down fats. So instead
of being burned by your muscles, when you’re sitting fat recirculates in your bloodstream where it may end up stored as body fat, clogging arteries or contributing to disease.
In fact, simply standing up as opposed to sitting engages muscles and helps your
body process fat and cholesterol in a positive way, regardless of the amount of exercise
you do.
Sitting Less May be Just as Important as Regular Exercise
We all know we’re supposed to get regular exercise to stay healthy. What you may
not know is that all the time you spend sitting rather than exercising may significantly
reduce or totally negate the benefits of exercise.
In other words, research by Hamilton and others found sitting not only has a negative
effect on fat and cholesterol metabolism, but also stimulates disease promoting processes. What’s more, exercising, even for an hour a day, does not reverse this effect.
"The enzymes in blood vessels of muscles responsible for 'fat burning' are shut off within hours of not standing," Hamilton said on ScienceDaily.com. "Standing and moving
lightly will re-engage the enzymes, but since people are awake 16 hours a day, it stands
to reason that when people sit much of that time they are losing the opportunity for optimal metabolism throughout the day."
This may be one reason why sitting can cause you to gain weight. A study in the International Journal of Obesity and Related Metabolic Disorders found those who had high
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daily levels of sitting (7.4 hours or more) were significantly more likely to
be overweight or obese than those who reported low daily sitting levels
(less than 4.7 hours a day).
A study in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine even found
that the longer a person sits at a desk at work, the greater their chances
are of being or becoming overweight. Sitting for long hours also puts you
at risk of back pain, particularly if you sit with poor posture, leg cramps,
tense muscles and, of course, out of sheer boredom.
Tips for Sitting Less and Getting Healthy
Standing up requires your muscles to work to support your weight and
hold you upright, to the extent that it can double your metabolic rate. In
fact, the average person can burn 60 extra calories each hour just by
standing instead of sitting. Over the course of a day, this can add up to a
lot of beneficial health effects.

SAVE UP TO
17% OR MORE
By combining all
your insurance
with us!

The good news is you’ve already accomplished the first step towards
sitting less, by actually realizing that you should sit less. Next, take the
opportunity to stand rather than sit as often as you can. Stand while
watching your kids play at the park, stand while you talk on the phone or
watching TV, etc.

EARN A $25 GIFT CARD FOR YOUR REFERRAL! HERE’S HOW YOU DO IT, VISIT
OUR WEBSITE, WWW.WESTERNGOLDINSURANCE.COM AND CLICK, “WIN WITH
REFERRAL REWARDS”. IF THE REFERRAL ENDS IN A SALE WE WILL SEND YOU
A $25 CARD:

Western Gold Insurance Provides Auto/Car Insurance, Homeowners Insurance,
Business/Commercial Insurance, Life/Health Insurance, and Employee Benefits

DATES TO REMEMBER THIS MONTH

9/5– LABOR DAY
9/15– NATIONAL
PEANUT DAY
9/22– FALL BEGINS

DONATION METER:
$12,680 !!

FOR EVERY REFERRAL GIFT CARD
WE SEND OUT WE DONATE TO
ONE OF OUR CHARITIES !

OUR GOAL FOR
2016 IS $10,000 !!
WE PASSED IT!

CSE AGENCY
OF THE YEAR
2012, 2013,
2014, 2015
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OVER 309 REFERRAL
GIFTCARDS SENT OUT
THIS MONTH!!

THIS SEPTEMBER WE ARE CELEBRATING 3,345 CLIENTS BIRTHDAYS
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